Preface

This volume analyses a key facet of the post-Cold War political economy of security in the United States and China and how the pursuit of economic security is helping to shape Sino-American industrial relations. Examining industrial relations through the lens of security shifts attention from the opportunities of economic engagement to the particular challenges it presents for political authorities. The requirements of economic security policy in both states are proving more complex as Sino-American industrial integration deepens. The Sino-American industrial relationship encompasses complex processes across multiple sectors, and is the subject of growing policy concern and attention in both the United States and China. Foremost among the objectives of this volume is that of considering how the perceived requirements of economic security are defining state approaches to transnational integration in high-technology industrial sectors. This is a complex issue, and this study is intended to provide a more comprehensive and nuanced account of the evolving Sino-American economic security relationship.

This approach to the study of security and its impact on economic relations demands a relatively broad perspective in considering economic security, which must be situated in the context of distinct local features and broader industrial and security trends. China and the United States have distinct economic security agendas, which have significant implications for how they engage industry and each other. This requires considering economic security perspectives, approaches to the operationalization of economic security concerns, and the impact that this has on industrial relations within as well as between China and the United States. This approach facilitates analysis of the factors underlying approaches to economic security in China and the United States, the relationship between diverse economic security concerns and approaches, and the impact of the international economic and security environment on the pursuit of economic security. The nature of the security/economics nexus in the United States and China and the changing international environment within which political authorities are pursuing economic security contribute to the evolution of the Sino-American industrial relationship. The effects of this are not limited to the United States and China; their prominent economic and security roles ensure that their respective quests for economic
security will influence the environment for economic security in the East Asian region and beyond.

This study offers unique insights into the nature of the security/economics nexus in the United States and China and the manner in which political authorities approach their respective economic security objectives. There is considerable tension between economic security requirements in both states, which is growing as national security concerns increasingly intrude upon an economic relationship which emerged and developed in a far more benign political environment. In the process, this study seeks to contribute to the debate over how the Sino-American relationship is evolving as China re-emerges as a great power and the United States redefines its position in the international system, and that of the potential of economic interdependence to promote collaboration and contribute to international peace on the basis of opportunity–cost considerations. It is hoped that this study will raise important questions as much as helping to answer them.
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